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The Vietnamese Mekong Delta has undergone in recent years a considerable
transformation in agricultural land-use, fueled by a boom of the exportation, an increase
of population, a focus on intensive crops, but also environmental factors like sea level
rise or the progression of soil salinity. These transformations have been, however,
largely misestimated by the 10-year agricultural plans designed at the provincial levels,
on the predictions of which, though, most of the large-scale investments (irrigation
infrastructures, protection against flooding or salinity intrusion, and so on) are normally
planned. This situation raises the question of how to explain the divergence between
the predictions used as a basis for these plans and the actual situation. Answering it
could, as a matter of fact, offer some insights on the dynamics at play and hopefully
allow designing them more accurately. The dynamics of land-use change at a scale
of a region results from the interactions between heterogeneous actors and factors at
different scales, among them institutional policies, individual farming choices, land-cover
and environmental changes, economic conditions, social dynamics, just to name a few.
Understanding its evolution, for example, in this case, to better support agricultural
planning, therefore requires the use of models that can represent the individual
contributions of each actor or factor, and of course their interactions. We address this
question through the design of an integrated hybrid model of land-use change in a
specific and carefully chosen case study, which relies on the central hypothesis that the
main force driving land-use change is actually the individual choices made by farmers at
their local level. Farmers are the actors who decide (or not) to switch from one culture to
another and the shifts observed at more global levels (village, district, province, region)
are considered, in this model, as a consequence of the aggregation of these individual
decisions. The central component of our hybrid model is then an agent-based model of
farmers, provided with a sophisticated mechanism of decision-making that is influenced,
at different degrees, by their perception of the contexts in which they act or interact
with other actors. The economic context, accessible by them through the market prices
of crops, plays a role, as well as the changes observed or forecasted in their physical
context (land-cover changes, salinity rise) or the decisions made by others in their social
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context (neighbors, family members, opinion leaders). The model of farmers is coupled,
through this decision-making mechanism, with other independent sub-models, each of
them carrying out a realistic description of one of these contexts. Since the dynamics
depicted in these sub-models obey to different logics, operate at different scales and rely
on different data, they are represented using appropriate modeling techniques: the spatial
model is based on GIS information on parcels, soils, and rivers; a cellular automaton is
used to account for the evolution of land-cover changes and the diffusion of salinity; an
aggregated mathematical model represents the fluctuation of prices on the regional and
national markets; and a graph-based social network model is used to represent familial
networks of influence. Beyond the descriptions of these models, the paper is organized
around a discussion about the two main outcomes of this research work. The first one is
applicative: the way we have calibrated, coupled together, and experimented in different
scenarios these five models is presented and we show that some findings obtained with
the resulting hybrid model could not have been obtained with more traditional techniques.
The second one is methodological: the underlying co-modeling architecture we used
for declaring and running this assembly of heterogeneous models, implemented in the
GAMA modeling and simulation platform, is presented and we show how it can be
generalized to arbitrary hybridizations of models.
Keywords: integrated model, land-use change, hybrid modeling, agent-based modeling, models coupling,
cognitive model, Mekong Delta
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Context: Land-Use Change in the
Vietnamese Mekong Delta
The region of the Vietnamese Mekong Delta (VMD), composed
of 13 provinces including a municipality and was home of
approximately 18 million of inhabitants, was by far the most
productive region of Vietnam in agriculture and aquaculture
in 2014. In terms of rice production, for instance, 47% of the
cultivated areas in Vietnam were situated in the VMD, and they
outputted 54% of the total production; in terms of aquaculture,
2/3 of the Vietnamese production originated from the VMD.
According to Young et al. (2002), these performances, which have
roughly tripled in the last 30 years in all sectors, have fueled
the boom of the Vietnamese exports of agricultural products
(especially rice, shrimps, and fruits). This spectacular rise is
due to a number of factors: a better economic environment
(thanks to reforms more favorable to the private sector),
the adoption of modern techniques (fertilizers, mechanical
harvesting, progresses in aquaculture), yield improvements,
improved irrigation and drainage, among others.
This growth has logically been accompanied by a deep
transformation of the agricultural land-use. However, other
factors, like the sea level rise, the general urbanization of the
country or the progression of soil salinity (Smajgl et al., 2015),
have also played a role in this transformation, and it is not
trivial to sort out its different causes. In a country like Vietnam,
this difficulty raises some concerns because agricultural land-
use is traditionally strictly planned under the control, and
following the national circulars, of the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment (MONRE, 2009; VNA, 2013).
Plans are produced every 10 years and readjusted at mid-term
using a land-use inventory in order to rectify divergences with
the reality. This actually results in two five-years long plans,
detailed down to the level of provinces, that both recommend
a given distribution in terms of land-use and cultivation
types, but also schedule national and provincial investments
(irrigation infrastructures, protection against flooding or salinity
intrusion, transportation infrastructures, and so on) based on this
distribution. In an ideal situation, where every province would
follow the plan, there would not be any difference between the
recommended distribution of land-use and its forecast. However,
during the period covered by the latest plan (from 2000 to
2010), the planned—and then expected—distribution has been
systematically offset, sometimes by an important margin, from
the reality of land-use asmeasured by remote-sensing techniques.
In Figure 1, for instance, it is easy to see that land-use has had a
trend to shift from rice to shrimps. The surface dedicated to rice
crops has strongly decreased, while the one dedicated to shrimp
aquaculture has increased.
At the levels of provinces, the same shift can be observed.
For instance, in the province of Ben Tre (see Figure 2), a
total cultivated area of 175,824 ha was planned for 2010, but
it eventually reached 179,671 ha. This average value (which
gathers all kinds of agricultural activities) might be seen as
a not so significant change at the macro-level, but profound
divergences can be unveiled when studying the numbers in more
details and especially the spatial inscription of the changes. For
example, the rice area expanded to 38,000 ha, compared to a
planned 30,000 ha (+ 27%); the surface devoted to aquaculture,
which was supposed to reach 39,200 ha, only reached 30,289
ha (−23%); and the forests, expected to cover 350 ha (PCBT,
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2011), remained at a low 1.30 ha. At the scale of villages,
the divergences are sometimes even more spectacular, as entire
villages have shifted to one type of production to another without
any incentives from the plans—and without, of course, following
their recommendations. To understand the importance of these
changes, we consider in this paper a specific case study, which will
be the focus of the remaining sections. This case study comprises
five villages situated in the middle of the Thanh Phu district
(Ben Tre province). They have been carefully chosen as they
exhibit a variety of land cover characteristics while remaining
geographically close to each other, at least close enough to
reasonably allow us to consider that the farmers living in these
villages share common “cultural traits” and traditions. As shown
on Figure 3), four of these villages are situated in areas invaded by
brackish water, while the remaining one benefits from fresh water
due to its inclusion in a dike-protected area; the three villages to
the west are bordering the river, the easternmost is located near a
mangrove and the remaining one has no direct access to the river.
On Figure 4, we show the results of a study we conducted on
these five villages in order to assess the shift of land-use between,
FIGURE 1 | Land-use area in the Mekong Delta in 2000 and in 2011.
Source: Vietnamese General Statistics Office (VGSO, 2000) and Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE, 2012) of Vietnam.
on one hand, the two projections for year 2010 of the plans
produced in 2000 and 2005 and, on the other hand, the actual
land-use map in 2010 (PCBT, 2011). Changes are measured using
a Fuzzy Kappa indicator, a variant of Kappa (Cohen, 1960) that
provides a measure close to how humans compare maps. The
darkness of the areas on the two right-hand maps is proportional
to the change in land-use. It is easy to see that, while the average
changes for the whole province may not be spectacular, they
translate into local changes that mark complete shifts from one
type of production to another. With respect to this, the plan
published in 2000 is completely wrong in its projections (almost
all parcels have changed) and the rectified plan published in 2005,
while correct for the most part, completely misses the shifts in
two villages and along the canals.
This finding would not be a concern if these projections
were not also used to plan long-term investments. When
a plan projects an extension of rice areas in a particular
place, this usually is accompanied by a planning of irrigation
infrastructures, dikes, or other facilities supposed to foster the
cultivation of rice. But what happens, for instance, when the
farmers living in this particular place take the decision to
massively switch from rice cultivation to shrimp aquaculture?
Would the investments be canceled, or, even worse, maintained
and then play a counter-productive role? Land-use planning, as it
goes in Vietnam, and despite its inherent interest, is not precisely
the most appropriate way to react to such changes in a timely
manner. This implies two possible views on how to better connect
investments with the reality of land-use. The first option is to
completely abandon the use of a global plan as it is designed now,
and opt for a more decentralized and reactive land-use planning
strategy, which would allow districts or even villages to become
responsible for their own local land-use allocation strategy (or the
best part of it). Considering and discussing the potential strengths
(better andmore timely adaptation) and drawbacks (possible lack
of coordination between adjacent areas) of this option clearly
goes beyond the scope of this article and would be, in any
case, ultimately, a political decision. A second option would be,
therefore, to investigate how the predictions/recommendations
FIGURE 2 | Land-use planning assessment of Ben Tre province in 2010. Source: Department of Environmental and Natural resources of Ben Tre province,
Vietnam (PCBT, 2011).
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of the plans could be made more accurate, so as to support
planners in designing more realistic plans. This is the option we
take in this article.
Onemajor difficulty in this option is that we do not have access
to the methodology used by planners to produce their plans.
Their predictions, moreover, possess an ambiguous status, as they
serve both as forecasts (what they expect the land-use to become
in 10 years) and recommendations (what they want the land-
use to become in 10 years). As such, they are probably designed
using a mixture of science and politics: models based on past
performances certainly play a role, together with data collection
and aggregation (from villages to provinces), but it is difficult to
FIGURE 3 | Maps of the five villages of Thanh Phu district in the Mekong Delta. Source: Combined from the source of Land resource department, Can Tho
University, Vietnam (Vo and Le, 2006) and the Department of Environmental and Natural resources of Ben Tre province, Vietnam (PCBT, 2011).
FIGURE 4 | Comparison of land-use planning map and land-use map in 2010 of 5 villages of Thanh Phu district, Ben Tre province. (1) Land-use planning
map 2010 (planned in 2001), (4) Land-use planning map 2010 (modified in 2005), (2), (5) Land-use map in 2010, (3) Fuzzy Kappa map between 1 and 2, (6) Fuzzy
Kappa map between 4 and 5.
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sort out what belongs to political or economic wishes and what
is the fruit of a scientific approach to build accurate projections.
In that respect, it is appropriate to start by the beginning and try
to understand—or at least draw serious hypotheses about—the
causes behind the current trends in land-use change in the VMD.
As pointed by Lambin and Geist (2007) and JunJie (2008),
the dynamics of land-use change at a regional scale results from
the interactions of various actors and factors at different scales,
among them institutional policies, individual farming choices,
land-cover and environmental changes, economic conditions,
social dynamics, just to name a few. Understanding its evolution,
for example, in our case, to better support future planning
efforts, requires to use models that can represent the individual
contributions of each of these actors, and of course a description
of how these models interact, based on a more general theory of
the interplay of the different causes.
1.2. Proposal: Design of an Integrated
Hybrid Model
We address this question through the design of an integrated
model of land-use change in the case study presented above
(Figure 3), which relies on the central hypothesis that the main
force driving land-use change is the individual choices made by
farmers at their local level. Farmers are the actors who decide (or
not), given their knowledge, preferences or interactions, to switch
from one culture to another. In the model, the shifts observed
at more global levels (village, district, province, and region)
are then a consequence of the aggregation—and interactions–of
individual models of farmers’ decisions.
Given the multiplicity of factors that can be represented
in such a model, we need to rely on a very flexible modeling
architecture in order to easily combine models and test their
different combinations. We need also to avoid reinventing
the wheel: the reuse (and comparison) of legacy models of
specific factors (economic models, for instance), when they are
available, is clearly a necessity, which in turn implies that we
use a framework capable of supporting and coupling models
expressed using multiple modeling paradigms. These two
reasons have led us, among different choices, to rely on the
multi-agent based “co-modeling” architecture of Huynh et al.
(2014) and to implement it in the open-source GAMA platform
(GAMA, 2007), which possesses the advantage of providing,
out of the box, a first-class support for spatial data and spatial
analysis, as well as a componential architecture that supports the
concurrent use of multiple formalisms within a model (Grignard
et al., 2013). The methodology we followed is discussed in this
paper and represents one of the two outcomes of this research,
which we hope will be seen as generic enough to be reusable by
modelers in other contexts.
The second outcome is the integrated model itself. As stated
above, the central component of this model is a model of farmers,
provided with a sophisticated mechanism of decision-making
that can be influenced, at different degrees, by their perception
of the contexts in which they act or interact with other actors.
Three of these “contexts” are described in the paper: the
economic context, represented by a model of market prices of the
agricultural products; the environmental context, represented by
several models of the changes observed or planned in the farmers’
physical environment (e.g., natural or man-made land-cover
changes, rise of salinity, and so on); and finally the social context
in which the farmers interact with other human actors (e.g.,
neighbors, family members, opinion leaders, policy makers),
represented by a model of the dynamics of their social network.
The sub-model of farmers uses an agent-based BDI formalism
(Rao and Georgeff, 1991) to describe their decision-making
process. This sub-model is then coupled with other sub-models,
each of them built using a suitable formalism for carrying out a
realistic description of the context they represent. As a matter of
fact, the dynamics present in these sub-models obey to different
logical processes, operate at different scales and rely on different
datasets, so they need to be designed with specific modeling
techniques. In its most stable form, the one discussed in this
paper, the integrated model makes use of a GIS-based model of
parcels, soils, and rivers; a cellular automaton is then used to
account for the evolution of land-cover changes and the diffusion
of salinity; an aggregated mathematical model represents the
fluctuation of prices on the regional and national markets; and,
finally, a graph-based social network is used to represent familial
networks of influence.
The validation of the resulting model makes full use of the
“co-modeling” architecture to produce meaningful outcomes.
On the methodological side, we show how to conduct
experiments that use different combinations of these sub-models,
exchange them with alternative models, or explicitly modify
their relationships and interactions, thereby providing modelers
with an extraordinary flexibility for conducting controlled
experiments and testing various hypotheses. On the applicative
side, we show how certain combinations of causes (represented
by corresponding combinations of sub-models) can provide new
insights on the land-use processes at play in the VMD and discuss
how these insights could be reused to improve land-use planning
in the future.
2. INTEGRATED MODELS OF LAND-USE
CHANGES
2.1. State of the Art and Applications of
Land-Use Change Models
Land-use and land-cover changes (LUCC) models have a long
and rich history in spatial modeling (Parker et al., 2002). They
can be broadly classified into two, not necessarily exclusive,
categories: in the first one, we find models we might describe as
“descriptive,” whose primary concern is not to represent realistic
mechanisms but to faithfully reproduce high-level dynamics of
land-use change (Lambin, 1997); these models are essentially
used for monitoring or prediction. They habitually rely on a
discretization of the space, identifying “parcels” or “patches,”
and aggregating the influence of several drivers into high-
level rules (equations in mathematical models Serneels and
Lambin, 2001, transition rules in Cellular Automata models Zhao
and Peng, 2012; Subedi et al., 2013), transition functions or
matrices in Markov Chain models (Kemeny and Snell, 1983) to
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describe how these patches change state over time. The second
category groups “explicative”models, seeking to generate realistic
dynamics of land-use change based on a detailed and faithful
representation of the possible drivers of the changes; these
models are more explicitly targeting decision-support, providing
for example a support to “what-if ” experiments (Trickett and
Trafton, 2007). In the last 10 years, thanks to the generalization
of developments in agent-based modeling (ABM, Michel et al.,
2009), the design of large-scale, data-driven, individual-based
models has even made possible the modeling of individual land-
use change decisions and the simulation of their collective effects
at higher geographical scales (Parker et al., 2003, Valbuena et al.,
2010, Mena et al., 2011, Bakker et al., 2015), albeit with simple
behavioral models. It is only recently that more sophisticated
representations of the stakeholders’ behaviors have emerged,
again based onABM, for example with the use of the the cognitive
formalism known as BDI (Belief Desire Intention; Taillandier
and Therond, 2011, Truong et al., 2016), which allows to model
human actors as agents with beliefs concerning the world (i.e.,
the context outside the agent but accessible by it through its
perceptual mechanisms), desires for their long term activities
(i.e., goals), and intentions (i.e., the short-term actions that need
be applied to fulfill their desires).
These two categories of LUCC models have long remained
somehow separated, firstly because they had different objectives
and, secondly, because they relied on different modeling
paradigms. But their objectives are, actually, quite convergent:
explaining large-scale changes in land-use without taking into
account human activities, and especially their variability over
time, casts doubt on the ability of the first category of
models to produce realistic predictive models; conversely, the
“environment” of the agents cannot be considered solely as a
product of their activity. Especially in countries (like Vietnam)
that are threatened by climate change, land-cover changes as well
as other stressors (economy, innovations) need to be taken into
account—and the first category of models can become essential
in that respect, in conjunction, of course, with models of the
second category. These reasons, and others, have led to the
emergence of a new type of models, known in the literature
as “hybrid models” (Parrott, 2011), which basically combine
different sub-models into one to produce richer insights, at the
price, however, of an increased complexity: a complexity in the
design of these combinations of models; and a complexity in their
exploration. LUDAS (Le et al., 2008), built in NetLogo, or Aporia
(Murray-Rust et al., 2014), built on top of the Repast Semaphore
platform (North et al., 2006), are two good examples of this trend,
and underline both the potentialities of this new approach to
modeling, but also its drawbacks, which are summarized in the
three following points:
• Lack of “necessary complexity”: despite their goal, most of the
hybrid LUCC models (Zhao and Peng, 2012, Subedi et al.,
2013) remain quite simple in that they do not treat the
different dynamics equally. When the environmental factors
are represented with great detail, the behavior of stakeholders
remains simple (e.g., Lambin and Geist, 2007). And when this
behavior is modeled using advanced mechanisms, like the BDI
architecture (Taillandier and Therond, 2011, Truong et al.,
2016), it is the environment that lacks a proper representation.
Of course, everyone prefers to deal with simple models, more
tractable from a simulation point of view, but it is their
own complexity that, sometimes, provide LUCC models their
heuristic power in terms of decision-support (Edmonds and
Moss, 2005).
• Lack of genericity: until now, despite the similarity between
the objects, processes or actors that can be found across
different LUCC case studies, when a model is developed for
one case study, it usually remains specific to it. In particular,
no real effort is made to generalize and share methodological
outcomes (architectures, sub-models, patterns), because they
rely on assumptions that cannot be easily translated to other
contexts: Aporia (Murray-Rust et al., 2014), for instance, is
dedicated to European farmers and their environment, while
LUDAS (Le et al., 2008) remains restricted to highlands and
mountainous areas in Vietnam.
• Lack of flexibility: finally, with the notable exception of Aporia
(which partially supports the change of sub-models), most
of the existing hybrid LUCC models are designed as a static
composition of carefully chosen (or written) sub-models. This
does not allow to consider sub-models as possible parameters
of experiments, something that can be necessary to explore
different configurations or scenarios. In our case, given the
variety of factors identified, explaining LUCC in the Mekong
Delta with an integratedmodel requires that we explore several
causes, some of them represented not only by parameters, but
by entire sub-models or specific combinations of them. The
underlying software architecture need then to provide a high
degree of modularity and flexibility, in order to easily add,
remove or change sub-models, but also to change their way
of interacting, exchanging information and contributing to the
overall outcome.
2.2. Models Coupling in
Socio-Environmental Modeling
A handful of research works have already addressed the problem
of coupling multidisciplinary models in the general domain of
socio-environmental modeling. We can classify these proposals
in two extreme groups: on one hand, the ones that propose
a strong coupling between a given set of well identified sub-
models, supporting complete interactions between them; on the
other hand, a weak coupling which mainly relies on an interface
supporting data exchanges between multiple models described
by their input and output parameters. Both groups have their
advantages and drawbacks: while the former can produce really
integrated solutions, it lacks flexibility in that sub-models cannot
easily be replaced; and the latter, more flexible in theory, imposes
an interface which also limits the types of sub-models that can be
used.
An interesting example of weak coupling is the work of Nicolai
et al. (2011), who have coupled UrbanSim withMATSim in order
to produce an integrated model of urban mobility. UrbanSim
contains information on residential locations, workplaces and
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urban development, whileMATSim provides access to large-scale
models of land-use, transportation network and economic
dynamics. The two models are synchronized through the
exchange of specific data (mobility needs from UrbanSim
to MATSim, accessibility indicators in the reverse way). The
literature provides other examples, like Yez et al. (2008), with
an integrated model of a marine environment composed of local
ecosystems of pelagic species, which adds an explicit translation
between models at different scales, or Steiner et al. (2009), which
couples a community landmodel with the regional climatemodel
of the West African monsoon, and of course others. Simple
exchanges of data is in general not sufficient in weak coupling
approaches because the sub-models, which can be legacy models
that cannot be modified, can operate at different scales of space
and time and can also have different objectives (Rajeevan and
Nanjudiah, 2009). There is a need, then, to provide a form
of translation (Moreira et al., 2009 calls it a “coupler”) that
takes into account the peculiarities of each model, often linked
to the formalism in which it is described (e.g., agent-based
modeling, discrete event, continuous equations). Numerous
works have therefore addressed the problem of combining or
coupling models described using different paradigms, like for
example Rochette et al. (2012) on the coupling of hydrodynamic
continuous models and individual-based models, Quesnel (2005)
on the coupling of physical and social models, Rousseaux et al.
(2012) on the coupling of continuous and discrete formalisms
in ecological modeling or Nguyen et al. (2008) on the coupling
between agent-basedmodels and equation-basedmodels through
the use of intermediate graph-based representations.
But even complex exchanges of data or parameters between
models cannot solve the problems raised by the necessity,
sometimes, to control how the different sub-models are executed
or simulated within an integrated model. In that case, a stronger
coupling, which involves some kind of functional control
in addition to the exchange of data, must be used (Huang
et al., 2008). Strong coupling requires relying on some kind
of operational architecture or framework, which can provide a
way to express the control over sub-models. This framework
can either use an existing modeling paradigm (like Li et al.,
2013, which proposes an “agent-centered” approach in which
different modeling formalisms can be translated to individual
or agent-based models) or make use of specialized software
architectures dedicated to the functional coupling of models,
like the High-Level Architecture (HLA; Dahmann and Morse,
1998; Dahmann et al., 1998; Hill, 2002; Kim, 2005; SISO, 2010),
the Discrete Event Systems (DEVS Zeigler et al., 1997; Hild,
2000; Vangheluwe, 2000), of the Functional Mock-up Interface
(Blochwitz et al., 2012; Bertsch et al., 2014). HLA is a standard
and a software framework that has been originally designed as
an infrastructure dedicated to the synchronization of simulators
whenever they exchange data. The principle of HLA is to consider
each simulator as a federate in a Federation, itself defined by three
core elements: an object model which describes the simulators
and the federation in terms of input and outputs, an interface
specification within the RTI (Runtime Infrastructure), and a set
of control rules (which more or less represent the behavior of the
integrated model resulting from the coupling of the simulators).
Despite its numerous advantages in the handling of completely
heterogeneous simulators, the main problem of HLA remains its
complexity for non-computer scientists, which makes it out of
reach of most modelers. DEVS is initially a formalism proposed
to model discrete event systems. Its interest for models coupling
lies in its recursive definition: a model described in DEVS
(with its set of inputs, outputs, states, etc.) can be considered
as either “atomic” or “coupled,” in which case it is described
with additional features like the models it couples (which can
themselves be atomic or coupled), a translation function and the
influences between these models. DEVS is particularly elegant
in its concepts, and very well adapted for building composite
models, but relies on an internal description of models that is not
easy to provide for stochastic models or complex legacy models.
Finally, FMI is an industrial standard for co-simulation, where
each sub-model or simulator is wrapped and exposed to the
others using a functional interface which specifies how it can be
accessed or manipulated.
Despite being operational, HLA, DEVS, and FMI are almost
completely absent from the literature on hybrid modeling
(Parrott, 2011) for decision-making in environmental or
ecological issues. The main reason is that these solutions address
the software engineering side of the problem of coupling and
require modelers to learn and master quite complex techniques.
In the worst cases, sub-models even need to be completely
rewritten or redesigned to adapt to the interface required by
the coupling infrastructure. Furthermore, these techniques use
formalisms and languages that are different from the ones
commonly used to build socio-environmental models (like agent-
basedmodels, cellular automata, or mathematical models), which
is actually a source of confusion for many researchers. That
is the reason why most of the existing integrated models
make use of ad-hoc techniques, designed for the purpose of
providing an infrastructure for one specific set of sub-models
and unfortunately almost impossible to reuse in other contexts.
For example, in Nicolai et al. (2011), the connection between
UrbanSim et MATSim is completely bound to this particular
instance of integration and there is no way one can reuse it, adapt
it or extend it, for instance with an environmental model.
We propose in this paper another way of seeing the problem
of coupling, detailed in Section 4.1. It is conceptually close to the
notion of “multi-model ecologies” promoted by Bollinger et al.
(2015) and comes with a complete agent-based implementation
in the GAMA platform. Beyond the particular integrated model
we present in the next section, this proposal aims at being as
generic as possible and constitutes both the basis and one of the
outcomes of our research.
3. INTEGRATED LAND-USE CHANGE
MODEL
Our proposal is organized to fulfill the requirements expressed in
the Introduction and address the limitations of the existing land-
use change models exposed in Section 2.1. Following Lambin and
Geist (2007) and JunJie (2008), for whom the farmers’ land-use
change decisions are influenced by a complex combination of
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social, economic and environmental factors, the integratedmodel
we have designed relies on four main hypotheses (and some
associated assumptions) that individually shape the sub-models
used to represent these factors and their interactions.
3.1. Hypotheses Regarding the Dynamics
of Land-Use Change
When analyzing the map on Figure 4, one can easily see that the
changes in land-use are localized in specific sub-regions (exactly,
specific villages) of the district. However, the environmental
contexts of these villages are completely different: for instance,
one of these villages is located in an area under the protection
of dikes (to prevent salt intrusion), while the others are not.
The same village borders the main branch of the river, while
the others either border canals and roads, or do not seem to
follow any specific pattern. In all these cases, it is clear that
the farmers do not put the same exact rules into practice.
What does it mean in terms of behavior? A first hypothesis
would be that farmers from different villages have completely
different decision-making behaviors. A second, more realistic,
is that farmers, whilst equipped with the same decision-making
behaviors, and influenced by the same core factors, including
their income, for instance, dynamically adapt the priority of
these behaviors with respect to their environmental—or social—
contexts, thereby taking into account a rather large number of
criteria. This observation is in line with those of Lambin and
Geist (2007) and Beratan (2007). This brings us to formulate our
first hypothesis:
- Hypothesis H1: Farmers use a complex decision-making
process based on multiple criteria, which are adjusted based
on their perceptions or individual beliefs. These processes,
performed independently, drive the global land-use change
process.
More precisely, Ahnstrm et al. (2009) points out that economic
factors, such as the price of products, costs of production and
benefits expected are the most important factors influencing the
decision of farmers. Farmers usually tend to produce products
that are supposed to provide them with the highest income in
the future. Figure 5 shows the evolution of average prices of the
four main products (rice, vegetables, shrimp, coconut) in Ben
Tre and An Giang provinces from 2005 to 2010. These products
correspond to different land-use types (Rice, Rice-Vegetables,
Rice-Shrimp, Shrimp, Annual crops, Industrial perennial and
Fruit perennial). This leads us to establish our second hypothesis:
- Hypothesis H2: Among the various factors driving land-use
changes, the market price of products and the income they
expect from them play a pivotal role in the decision of farmers.
Farmers, when deciding which type of production they will
choose, need of course to take the suitability of their parcel
i.e., the type and quality of the soil and the quality of water
available, into account. Smajgl et al. (2015) points out that
environmental factors, like saltwater intrusion, implicit effects
of infrastructure planning, etc., have a negative impact on this
suitability, especially in coastal regions, and will then even
FIGURE 5 | Market prices of the most popular products in the Mekong
Delta from 2005 to 2010. Source: Combined from various sources (BTCA,
2015; DARD, 2015; VASEP, 2015; VFA, 2015) (1USD ≈ 21,840VND).
indirectly lead to changes in land-use. This provides us with a
third hypothesis:
- Hypothesis H3: Environmental characteristics, such as
saltwater intrusion, soil type, etc., change the suitability of
parcels with respect to some agricultural productions and
directly or indirectly influence the strategy of farmers.
Finally, the decision of farmers are influenced by the decision
of their neighbors (Case, 1992) or their family. In Vietnam, for
example, when farmers succeed with a new land-use type, they
usually gain a lot of attention from their neighbors or through
their social relationships; moreover, a number of associations
of farmers exist in every village, where they are encouraged
to exchange their experiences and techniques of cultivation
with different networks. This brings us to formulate a fourth
hypothesis:
- Hypothesis H4: Social interactions, between neighbors,
within families or more extended social networks, exert an
influence on the decisions of farmers, either because of
the exchanges of information or because of the display of
successful experiments.
3.2. Sub-Models Organization
The four hypotheses presented above rely on quite heterogeneous
data and studies. Actually, testing them all at once in one single
model would certainly result in a complex construction difficult
to design, maintain, adapt and experiment. But we can exploit
their independence and consider each of them to be the subject
of amuch simpler (sub-)model, in order to test them individually,
but also to test their respective influences in various patterns
of composition. To this aim, we propose in Section 4 a novel
approach to models coupling that provides modelers with more
flexibility than existing approaches (it allows them to freely and
dynamically add, remove, or substitute models).
Concretely, the four hypotheses are translated into five
independent sub-models, each of them representing the factors
or part of the factors present in each hypothesis, so that they
could be tested in isolation or in interaction with each other.
Figure 6 summarizes this decomposition. We provide more
details on each sub-model in the following sections.
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FIGURE 6 | Conceptual view of the five sub-models that constitute our integrated model.
3.3. M_S: Sub-Model of Soil Salinity
3.3.1. Presentation
As discussed in Section 3.1, environmental factors influence the
decisions of farmers and the salinity of the soil is one of the
most important factors farmers take into account when they need
to assess the suitability of parcels for different types of cultures.
We then designed a first sub-model exclusively dedicated to the
reproduction of the dynamics of soil salinity from 2005 to 2010.
As shown in Figure 7, the input of this first sub-model are the
salinity maps of 2005 Vo and Le (2006) and 2010, available thanks
to an efficient regional network, the GIS data on dikes and dike-
protected areas for the year 2010 (PCBT, 2011), the GIS data on
parcels and their land-use and the GIS data on rivers and canals.
3.3.2. Model Design
This sub-model relies on a discretization of the environment
in 18,400 parcels, obtained from the land-use map, where each
parcel is linked with its immediate neighbors in a radius of 100 m
and is provided with a set of attributes, among them its salinity
[classified into 4 levels (less than 0.4%; 0.4–0.8%; 0.8–1.2%;
greater than 1.2%)] whether or not it is in dike-protected
area, and whether or not it is bordering a river (obtained by
overlapping the rivers and canals maps). Initial salinity levels
in Thanh Phu district, in 2005, are computed after (Vo and Le,
2006).
The dynamics of the model is voluntarily kept simple and
deterministic: at each iteration (1 year) it reevaluates, like in a
cellular automaton, the level of salinity of each parcel. Parcels
considered as protected by dikes do not change. Parcels bordering
rivers see their salinity automatically rise up to 1.2%. And






salinity(y|distance(x, y) <= 100)
1+|salinity(y|distance(x, y)<= 100)|
)
with x, y ∈ Parcels
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FIGURE 7 | Data for the soil salinity model: (1) Soil salinity map in 2005, (2) Regions protected by dikes in 2010, (3) Soil salinity map in 2010.
One major limitation of this model is that we did not consider
the various flooding episodes that occurred during these 5 years,
principally to keep it as generic as possible, and also because
of the lack of accurate data on these episodes. Taking them
into account would probably require the use of a stochastic
component, which could in any case be added later if necessary.
In its deterministic form, the model has nevertheless been
successfully validated by comparing the map obtained by
simulation and the actual map of salinity for the year 2010
using the fuzzy-kappa indicator (see Section 5.1.1), with a score
of 62.24%, and the absolute deviation percentage (24.28%).
Both have been considered as satisfying with respect to its
limitations.
3.4. M_P: Sub-Model of Parcels
3.4.1. Presentation
The environment in which land-use changes are simulated is
represented by a set of parcel agents, initialized after a land-use
map at the level of villages (Figure 8). By combining this
map with a soil map and a flooding map, each parcel agent
is provided with a given land-use and other attributes such
as its soil type, its level of salinity, and the extent and depth
of flooding episodes on it. The two main purposes of this
sub-model are, on one hand, to provide other sub-models with
a unified way of accessing and modifying these attributes and,
on the other hand, to compute a synthetic indicator called “land
suitability.” Land suitability represents the compatibility of a
given parcel with the different land-use types. It can take 4 values
(S1: Highly suitable; S2: Moderately suitable; S3: Marginally
suitable ; N: Not suitable) (Soil Resources, Management and
Conservation Service, 1981). Based on the type of soil and the
level of salinity, we defined (with the help of domain experts)
a suitability matrix for each of the 8 land-use types considered
in the model (e.g., Rice, Rice-Vegetables, Rice-Shrimp, Shrimp,
Annual crops, Industrial perennial, Fruit perennial and
Other perennial).
3.4.2. Model Design
In the current instantiation of the integrated model, this sub-
model is not provided with any internal dynamics. Instead, it is
supposed that some attributes can be manipulated by external
models (e.g., M_S for the level of salinity) and that the type of
the soil remains unchanged. Each year, each of the parcels then
simply computes and updates its land suitability matrix.
3.5. M_E: Sub-Model of Economic Factors
3.5.1. Presentation
In H2 (see Section 3.1), we make the hypothesis that economic
factors like regional market prices and costs of production
strongly influence the decision of farmers regarding the land-
use to adopt. To verify this, we then designed a simple economic
model to represent the evolution of these two factors. The data
concerning market prices has been collected from 2005 to 2010
(averaged every year) from regional sources. However, the costs
of production within the corresponding period could not be
obtained so easily; we then used the costs in 2010 (evaluated in
Nguyen et al., 2014) and extrapolated them from 2005 to 2010
using the regression equations depicted in Figure 9 (Judge et al.,
1988). Two main assumptions are made in this sub-model: (1)
the investment cost and selling price of each agricultural product
are the same for all farmers; (2) external incentives (such as the
opening of new markets) and perturbations (such as economic
crises) are not taken into account.
3.5.2. Model Design
The main components of the model are the 5 regression
equations below, where “x” represents the time in year from
1 to 5 (i.e., from 2005 to 2010) and the parameters have been
computed after the values for 2010. The costs are expressed in
the Vietnamese currency, Dongs, per square meter (VND/m2).
Such a model allows to easily compute the expected benefit of
a given production, by subtracting its cost from its selling price,
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FIGURE 8 | Land-use map of five villages (An Thanh, Binh Thanh, An Thuan, An Quy, An Nhon, An Dien) of Thanh Phu district in 2005.
FIGURE 9 | Production costs of the most popular products in the Mekong Delta from 2005 to 2010. Source: Computed from the prices from 2005 to 2010
and the production costs in 2010 (1USD ≈ 21,840VND).
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multiplied by the surface of the parcel on which it is cultivated.
cost_vegetable = (1226.4x− 917.55) (1)
cost_coconut_fruit = (1304.5x+ 910.91) (2)
cost_rice = (−17.71x3 + 189.3x2 − 471.95x
+688.9) (3)
cost_rice_other = (1519.1x− 880.31) (4)
cost_shrimp = (1345.2x3 − 13094x2 + 38752x
−7459.8) (5)
cost_rice_shrimp = (137.74x3 − 1345.6x2 + 3998.2x
−865.13) (6)
3.6. M_F: Sub-Model of Farmers Behavior
3.6.1. Presentation
In order to validate the hypothesis that farmers use complex
decision-making processes based on a multitude of factors
(discussed in Section 3.1), we designed an agent-based model
that represents farmers (or households, as we do not distinguish
individuals from their immediate familial environment) as agents
provided with behaviors expressed in the BDI formalism (Caillou
et al., 2015). In Truong et al. (2016), the authors have compared
three formalisms (i.e., BDI, multi-criteria and probabilistic) for
representing complex individual decision-making processes in
agent-based models and arrived to the conclusion that BDI is the
most relevant when dealing with heterogeneous factors such as
the ones we consider in our integrated model. Basically, BDI is
a cognitive architecture that relates beliefs (i.e., how the agents
perceive their world), desires (i.e., what their goals are) and
intentions (i.e., what plans can be undertaken to reach these
goals).
The data used to define these behavioral components is based
on a survey of 25 households who have changed at least two
times their land-use from 1997 to 2014. All come from the village
of Binh Thanh, Thanh Phu district, Ben Tre province. The pie
chart on Figure 10 depicts the results of this survey, and we
can see that there is a diversity of motivations and expectations
that emerge from them. Looking for a higher profit is important,
but following what the neighbors do or adapting to changes
in land suitability are also frequently cited. This sub-models
relies on two main assumptions: (1) these is a 1:1 relationship
FIGURE 10 | Survey results about the main motivations behind
land-use change in Binh Thanh Village, Thanh Phu district, Ben Tre
province, Vietnam.
between farmers and parcels (one farmer only exploits one
parcel); (2) the productivity of farmers remains constant and is
not affected by technical progress or population growth. While
these assumptions are mostly correct for the period of our study,
they would need to be reevaluated for longer periods.
3.6.2. Model Design
Farmer agents are defined as in Figure 11, with their attributes,
potential actions and potential plans. Each agent is also provided
with specific properties, called predicates, that can be either true
or false. These predicates, which usually represent a combination
of attributes and perceptions of the agent, are used to track which
belief, desire or intention should be made active.
• Beliefs: Beliefs are a set of predicates, which represent the
perception farmers have of their environment and themselves.
The beliefs base is updated by a function called
update_beliefs() at initialization and after each step of
the simulations. The beliefs of farmers are defined in Table 1,
together with the conjunction of conditions to meet to make
each belief become true. The three first beliefs are computed
based on the available amount of money of farmers. The
others are based on the perception of farmers agent regarding
the prices of products, the costs of production and the land
suitability of their parcel.
• Desires: Desires represent a set of objectives that farmers
would like to achieve based on their beliefs. Each desire has a
priority, which is used to choose the next intention of farmers.
A desire can be achieved only when the predicate of the desire
is added into the beliefs base or is destroyed by the agent (i.e.,
when the agent believes that the desire has been realized).
Based on our survey data (5), each farmer can have different
desires which are not necessarily exclusive. The desires of
farmers are listed in Table 2. These desires are set or added
by an action called update_desires(), which allows farmers to
update their desires based on their beliefs base.
- Farmers try_not_to_change.
Every farmer can have this desire (it is their initial one),
notably after they have changed to their preferred land-use.
During simulations, this desire is added to the base when
farmers believe that they do not have enoughmoney to change,
or that their income is greater than the average income, or that
they use their land like their neighbors, or, finally, that the price
of their product has not changed.
- Farmers want to minimize_risks (environmental and financial
ones).
This desire is designed for farmers who believe that they
belong to an average category, that the price of their products
is increasing, and that they do not have enough money to
select another land-use type. It is also influenced by the belief
regarding the suitability of their parcel. If it appears to be (or
to have become) not suitable for their current land-use, they
will load the desire to change to another one, even if it does
not provide the highest income.
- Farmers want to earn_the_highest_possible_income.
Normally, the land uses that require high investments
will provide higher incomes. This desire is used by standard
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FIGURE 11 | UML representation of farmers.
farmers who believe they have enough money to shift to a
land-use type providing the highest possible profit.
- Farmers want to imitate_their_successful_neighbors.
This desire is setup for farmers who believe that they are
poor. If they perceive that their neighbors have changed their
land use, and that they have been successful in doing so, then
they have the desire to change to the same land-use; this desire
will also trigger the desire to loan money from banks if the
shifting cost is higher than their money.
- Farmers want to loan_money_from_banks in order to shift to
a new land-use type.
After farmers select a land-use type different from the one
they currently undertake, and if they believe they do not have
enough money to change, they add a temporary desire to
loan money from a bank, which is provided with the highest
priority until they can effectively change.
• Intentions: An intention (i.e., what the agent intends to
do) is defined for every desire with the goal of fulfilling
it as soon as possible. Theoretically, when an agent has
two or more simultaneous desires, the corresponding
intentions are executed simultaneously. However, because
of technical limitations of the BDI architecture we used,
intentions are organized sequentially. For example, if a farmer
has three simultaneous desires, the three corresponding
intentions are added into a first-in-last-out stack of intentions,
and the last one is set as the current intention while
the others are put on hold. The current intention will
determine the selected plan. Plans are a set of actions,
which can be executed over the course of several steps of
simulation until its post-conditions become true or the
related intention is removed from the base of intentions.
The relationships amongst Beliefs, Desires and Intentions
are showed in Table 2. For example, when farmers intend to
change their land-use to earn_the_highest_possible_income
but do not have_money_to_change, they desire
to loan_money_from_banks, which triggers the
corresponding plan (loan_from_banks) and postpones
change_to_highest_income.
The set of plans defined for farmers is:
- “change_to_land_suitability()”: This plan is executed when
“minimize_risk” is set as the current intention. In this plan,
farmer agents select a new land-use type based on the criteria
of highest suitability, so as to minimize potential risks, even if
the expected income is not the highest.
- “change_to_highest_income()”: This plan is
executed when farmers have the intention to
“earn_the_highest_possible_income.” In this plan, they
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select a land-use type that is expected to provide them with
the highest income, even if it is risky (if the land is not really
suitable, for instance).
- “change_to_land_use_of_neighbors()”: This plan
is executed when farmers have the intention to
“imitate_their_successful_neighbors.” In this plan, agents
undertake the necessary actions to change to the land-use type
chosen by their immediate (geographical) neighbors who have
earned a higher income than them the year before.
TABLE 1 | Beliefs base of farmers and conditions for the update_beliefs
function.
Belief Condition to set
be_standard money = 2* mediumIncome
be_medium money = mediumIncome
be_poor money = 0.5* mediumIncome
have_ a_preferred_landuse landUsePreferred ≥ ""







different_landUse_with_neighbors landUse 6= neighbors.landUse






price_is_increase if exist price(landUseTypes(i),
step) >price(landUseTypes(i),
step-1)
- “loan_from_banks()” : In this plan, farmers request a loan
from banks when they have planned to change their land
use but do not have enough money to invest in this shift.
This request is not automatically fulfilled; as it is the case
in reality, this intention is added sequentially when farmers
execute the intentions “imitate_their_successful_neighbors”
and “earn_the_highest_possible_income.” The result of the
loan request is decided by the use of a probabilistic function,
which takes into account the beliefs of farmers and the
compatibility of the new land-use with that projected in the
provincial plan (see Table 2).
- “keep_current_land_use()” : This plan is executed when
farmers have the intention to “try_not_to_change.” It does not
change anything.
In addition to the actions defined in these different plans, each
farmer agent undertakes a number of mandatory actions every
simulation step, such as paying back loans to the bank or
computing their income.
3.7. M_N: Sub-Model of Farmers
Relationships
3.7.1. Presentation
In Hamill and Gilbert (2009), the author supposes the existence
of a network in which farmers can be influenced by and can
influence their “neighbors.” This concept of “neighborhood” can
take many forms, from topological or geographical relationships,
which rely on the proximity between farmers, to familial or
social-economic ones, in which, for instance, the level of income
would be used as a filter. A first assumption is made here
by considering that the familial network is superseded by the
proximity network since in Vietnam, especially in rural areas, it is
common that members of the same family live next to each other.
TABLE 2 | Relationships between the Beliefs, Desires and Intentions of farmers.
Beliefs Desires and corresponding intentions Plans








price_is_increasing and loan_from_banks() based on beliefs
be_poor imitate_their_successful_neighbors change_to_land_use_of_neighbors()
neighbors_have_a_successful_crop and loan_from_banks() based on beliefs
_with_a_new_landUse
not have_money_to_change loan_money_from_banks loan_from_banks()
have_mortgage_for_loan
not loaning_from_banks
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A second assumption is that the exchanges of influence take place
between farmers that belong to the same “social level” (or income
group).
Statistical population data used at the provincial level
(VGSOBT, 2010) distinguishes between 3 different profiles of
farmers, essentially based on their level of income: (1) P1: rich
and standard farmers, (2) P2: average farmers, (3) P3: poor and
nearly poor farmers. We reuse this classification and couple it
with the proximity network in order to produce an “influence
network” for each farmer.
3.7.2. Model Design
This network is recomputed at every iteration of the simulation
(as farmers may change their income) and its main purpose is
to serve as a “social topology” for farmers, i.e., to modify the
way they compute their set of neighbors. In the absence of this
sub-model, the neighbors of a farmer are the farmers located in
a radius of 100 m around it. When this sub-model is used, the
neighbors become the farmers located in the same radius and
belonging to the same profile.
4. INTEGRATION OF THE SUB-MODELS
4.1. Models as Agents
To couple these different models, and to address the limitations
pointed out in Section 2.2, we introduce in this section the
concept of “co-modeling.” This concept is relying on a multi-
agent approach to knowledge and control decentralization, but
also borrows from DEVS its recursive design of models.
Basically, a “co-model” is an agent-based model in which
some agents represent other models (called, in that case, “micro-
models”). As in any “regular” ABM, these agents can be added
or removed dynamically from their “macro-model.” They have
their own attributes, life cycle, operations, collaborations, conflict
resolution mechanisms, etc. and the only difference with regular
agents is that they wrap one or several instances of other models
(which can, themselves, be co-models).
The interest for modelers (at least for modelers already using
the ABM paradigm) is that they don’t have to learn a new set
of concepts for coupling sub-models. If they know how to write
an agent-based model, they are normally able to write a co-
model. One difference, though, is that a co-model is intended to
capture and represent a particular collaboration between these
“micro-models,” which can be based on a collaboration scheme
of experts, for instance, or on any other way of organizing their
contributions. Conversely, any regular ABM can be viewed as a
very specific implementations of co-models, where agents only
wrap models of individuals.
This proposal, implemented in the GAMA simulation
platform (but which could be implemented in any other platform
as long as its meta-model supports multi-level definitions and
recursivity within agents), does not solve the numerous problems
(of relating the inputs and outputs, harmonizing the scales,
and so on) raised by coupling heterogeneous models. Its main
purpose is to introduce a natural way of writing elegant solutions
to these problems, where the relationships between models
are viewed as interactions between artificial agents. The whole
literature onmulti-agent systems (Michel et al., 2009) can then be
used to imagine and implement specific collaboration protocols
between micro-models, which can consist in exchanges of data,
of course, but also more sophisticated interactions (control
of one model by another, self-organization of micro-models,
hierarchical organization of micro-models, exchange of semantic
information, etc.). Furthermore, considering models as agents
allows to envision new ways of designing integrated models, for
instance through an interactive participatory process with the
modeler (Guyot et al., 2005).
This approach to models coupling is still experimental for
the moment, and it needs to be validated especially in its
advanced uses, for example dynamically coupling/uncoupling
models during simulations. What is interesting, however, is that
it supports modelers in designing flexible experiments, with the
possibility to add, remove or change micro-models at runtime.
In our case, this possibility will be extensively used for testing,
individually and collectively, the different hypotheses.
As specified in Section 2.2, current land-use change integrated
models are not flexible enough when it comes to switch between
different micro-models. By considering a model as an agent, and
an integrated model as a multi-agent system, our approach tries
to bring this flexibility to modelers. In addition, GAMA offers
several software design capabilities that support very powerful
features: because models are agents, they can inherit from other
agent definitions, even abstract ones that only define interfaces
for getting and setting parameters or manipulating the model.
This allows to define abstract integrated models (like frameworks
use to be defined in an object-oriented approach) in whichmicro-
models, which only need to respect the interfaces, are instantiated
at runtime, whatever their actual contents or definition. Thanks
to its multi-formalism approach, GAMA also allows these models
to be written in whatever formalism is available as a plug-in to
the platform. Finally, because of the possibility to call external
programs or libraries during simulations, a model in GAMA can
perfectly be a simple wrapper around a legacy model written in
another language or on another platform, provided this model
can be launched and monitored during execution by an external
process.
In Figure 6 we present the conceptual diagram that describes
the wrapping and the coupling of the models listed above: M_F,
M_E, M_P, M_S, M_N respectively represent the models of
farmers, parcels, environment, economy and social relationships.
M_F is coupled with the other models by the way of data
exchanges: it requires inputs like product prices (called LU price
in M_E), current parcel suitability (LU suitability in M_P) or the
decision of neighbors (LU type of M_N). Conversely, it makes
the new land use type chosen by the farmers available for other
models (it is for example used by M_E and M_N). The two
models M_S and M_P are also coupled in that they exchange the
salinity attribute.
4.2. Implementation Using GAMA/GAML
The integrated co-model is implemented in the GAML language
(Grignard et al., 2013). Its workflow is presented on Figure 12.
Themicro-models are first imported as “wrapping” agents, which
need to be instantiated and initialized like any other agent. Each
step of the co-model simulation corresponds to 1 year, during
which micro-models are executed depending on their temporal
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FIGURE 12 | Co-model workflow implemented in GAMA. Bold arrows are the flow of processes. Dotted lines represent the flows of data.
scale (from 1 month to 1 year), their inputs and outputs being
taken in charge by the co-model in a completely transparent way.
The full GAML code used to implement the co-model can
be found in the Annex. In the following, we highlight some
of its parts, mainly to show that manipulating micro-models is
not different than manipulating agents. The life cycle of the co-
model begins with the importation of the micro-models, which
are provided with an alias identifier:
impor t <mod e l _ f i l e . gaml > a s <micro−model
i d e n t i f i e r >
Micro-models can then be instantiated using the regular
“create” statement that specifies the name of the experiment
(in GAML, a model is a specification of a simulation,
and an experiment is a particular way of instantiating this
simulation) and the number of instances of this experiment to
create.
c r e a t e <micro−model i d e n t i f i e r > .
< expe r imen t name> [ number : number ] ;
As for any regular agents, access to the attributes and actions of
micro-models use the “ask” statement
a sk <micro−model i d e n t i f i e r >. < expe r imen t
name> { do a c t i o n ; }
The synchronization of the temporal scales of micro-models is
realized by asking their instances to run one or several times, for
example, we ask model M_S do 6 simulation cycles.
a sk M_S . simEnv { loop t ime s : 6 { do _ s t e p_ ; } }
Finally, a micro-model can be dynamically destroyed (e.g., “ask
micro_model do die;”) and re-created during the course of the




In order to validate our integrated model, we chose a scenario
with initial data for the agents in the sub-models are resumed in
Table 3.
5.1.1. Indicators and Comparison
The main outcome of each simulation of the integrated model is
a map of land-use in 2010. To assess its validity, two indicators
are used for comparing it to the land-use map observed in
2010: Absolute Deviation Percentages (ADP), which measures
the global absolute difference between the maps, and Fuzzy
Kappa (FKappa, Visser and de Nijs, 2006), used to measure
their similarity based on local correlations, as defined in Section
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TABLE 3 | Initialization.
Sub-model Agent Main attributes, Input
data
Initial value Purpose Source
M_P Parcel Land-use type Land-use type in 2005 {Rice,
Rice-Vegetables, Rice-Shrimp, Shrimp,
Annual crops, Industrial perennial, Fruit
perennial and Other perennial}
Initial state of parcels
PCBT, 2011
Land suitability matrix Suitability {S1, S2, S3, N} for the land-use
types based on soil type and salinity of
parcels
The impact of environmental
factors is represented by
this indicator








10% of rich: 9000+
Initial yearly revenue of farmers (in USD)
Beliefs base Set by update_beliefs() function.
Classifying profile of farmers based on
their revenue




Set by update_desires() function Initializing the desires base
of farmers
M_S Soil Soil_name {Anthrosol, Gleyic Arenosol, Mollic
Arenosol, Mollic Fluvisol, Molli-Salic
Fluvisol, Sali Thionic Gleysol, Salic
Anthrosol, Salic Fluvisol, Salic Gleysol,
Salic Histosol, Thionic Fluvisol}
Static data, combined with
the salinity to compute the
land suitability matrix of
parcels
Salinity cell Salinity salinity ={1,2,3,4} with 1: 0-4/1000; 2:
4-8/1000; 3: 8-12/1000; 4: 12/1000+
Dynamic data, combined
with the soil type to
compute the land suitability
matrix of parcels
salinity map in 2005 of Vo
and Le (2006)
River branch Salinity near-sea branch = 12/1000; others =
0/1000
Provides salinity for rivers in
the model M_S
M_N Social node Neighbors Neighbors = {Nodes ‖ distance(self,node)
6 100m and money(self) = money(node)}
As we do not have real
survey data of familial
relationships, we use a
proximity network and the
income level as a proxy
M_E Regression equations of
prices and costs for the
land-use types
Prices and costs of products are based on
these equations
Provide price and cost of
products used by farmers
costs in 2010 Nguyen et al.
(2014)




i=1 |X̂i − Xi|∑n
i=1 X̂i
(7)
with: X̂i the observed quantity of parcels with land-use i and Xi
the simulated quantity of parcels with land-use i.
An experiment is defined as a specific combination of
micro-models. Because of the possible stochasticity of some
of these combinations, 100 simulations are launched for every
experiment. Their ADP and Fuzzy Kappa are computed, and we
use a one-way ANOVA with the assumption of equal variances
and a 95% confidence interval (Bewick et al., 2004) to produce
their average values.
These two average values are then compared to the ones
obtained for, respectively, a hypothetical scenario characterized
by an absence of changes (i.e., where the map obtained in 2010
is supposed to be the same as the one observed in 2005), a
hypothetical random model (i.e., a model where farmers choose
their land-use randomly every year) and, finally, the map used
by the planners in 2005 to estimate the situation in 2010 (see
Figure 4).
The random model experiments output an average FKappa of
8% and an ADP of 126%, displaying a very low correlation with
reality, which is not really a surprise given the randomness of the
farmers’ behaviors. We can nevertheless note that these random
simulations give on average a better result than the projected
map established in 2000 by the planners (which FKappa and ADP
respectively amount to−0.007% and 186%) !
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In the “no changes” scenario, the comparison between the
initial situation (2005) and the final one (2010) provides a FKappa
with a value of 24.4% and an ADP of 94%, which acknowledges
the fact that, actually, numerous changes occurred during these
5 years. The surprise is that this low correlation is still beating
the one computed for the projected map revised in 2005, with an
FKappa of 17,5% and an ADP of 59%. Although these numbers
represent an improvement over both themap for year 200 and the
random map, they represent an extremely low correlation with
the observed land-use, moreover affected by a strong variance.
5.1.2. Validation of the Co-Model
In order to verify the relevance of the hypotheses discussed in
Section 3.1, three experiments have been designed and will be
presented here. They are summarized in Table 4.
- The first experiment supposes that the farmer decision is
based on the sole criterion of the products markets prices. It is
therefore a combination of M_P (basic model of parcels, without
salinity, which means that the land suitability does not evolve),
M_F (model of farmers) and M_E (economic model). Note that
the BDI architecture is a bit underused in this case, as only one
desire will be triggered in the absence of other predicates.
- The second experiment consists in the coupling of the
M_S (salinity) micro-model with the previous ones. This aims
at feeding the beliefs, desires and intentions of the agents with
dynamic values of land suitability in addition to the market
prices. The BDI architecture is then really put to test in this
second experiment.
- Finally, the third experiment consists in adding M_N
(neighbors) to the previousmicro-models, which fuels beliefs and
desires with new predicates about the neighbors attitudes.
5.2. Experimental Results
The results of the three experiments are displayed in Figure 13.
For the first experiment, FKappa is measured at 39.4% and ADP
at 43.22%. While definitely more accurate than the maps used
by planners, the comparison between simulated and real land-
use maps reveals a high variance that prevents them to be really
exploitable. The assessment of these results can only conclude
that, while the economic factors certainly play a role in explaining
land-use changes dynamics, they cannot explain the totality of the
changes observed in reality.
By coupling the salinity model to the other micro-models, and
therefore adding the criterion of land suitability to the beliefs of
farmers, the second experiment produces better results. FKappa
increases from 39.42% to almost 43.00%, while the ADP sharply
decreases from 43.22% to 31.47%. The dynamic combination
of the three first hypotheses (use of the BDI architecture (H1),
influence of market prices (H2) and land suitability (H3))
produces a land-use change dynamics that explains nearly half
of the observed changes, which is a definite improvement over
the maps produced by planners.
The results of the third experiment reveal an ADP of 22%
(meaning a global accuracy of 78% in terms of surfaces devoted
to each land-use) and a FKappa of 47.92%. The very simple
social model M_N, coupled with the three previous ones, appears
to improve again the accuracy of the integrated model over
its previous incarnations. Although this model represents only
one basic way to implement hypothesis H4, it underlines the
importance of social factors in the decision-making of farmers,
and paves the way for the design of more complex social models
(fed with more accurate data on farmers’ associations, familial
networks, and farmers’ local interactions).
5.3. Assessment of the Co-Modeling
Architecture
These three experiments have allowed us to test the agent-based
co-modeling architecture used to build the different integrated
models. By considering each micro-model as an agent, co-
modeling definitely eased the experimental process depicted
above, allowing us to add or remove micro-models with a
minimum of efforts (a few code changes, and only in the co-
model, not in any of the micro-models). Moreover, we have been
able to manipulate, without any particular constraints, models
defined in different formalisms and make them communicate
and exchange data and control in a completely transparent way.
This experimental flexibility will be precious to progressively
refine and test either the integrated model or the existing
micro-models. Adding, removing, changing and verifying
hypotheses translates, in the co-modeling architecture, into
adding, removing, changing and running micro-models. The
only changes required concern the “glue” between micro-models
(i.e., the code inside the co-model itself), which allows, if the
initial code is sufficiently modular, to create hierarchies of co-
models, from the simplest ones to more sophisticated ones.
5.4. Assessment and Discussion
The use of a model based on the decision-making of farmers
for better predicting land-use changes in the Mekong Delta
was the first aim of this research and the three experiments
TABLE 4 | Description of experiments.
Experiment Factors Sub-models Duration Repetition Indicators
1 Economic M_F, M_E 5 years 100 times FKappa, ADP
2 Economic, environmental M_F, M_E, M_P 5 years 100 times FKappa, ADP
M_S 60 months
3 Economic, environmental, M_F, M_E, M_P, M_N 5 years 100 times FKappa, ADP
social M_S 60 months
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FIGURE 13 | Experiment 1: Comparison between the simulated and observed land-use maps in 2010. Experiment 2: Comparison between the simulated
and observed land-use maps in 2010. Experiment 3: Comparison between the simulated and observed land-use maps in 2010. (1), (4), (7) are the results of
simulations. (2), (5), (8) are the observed land-use maps in 2010. (3), (6), (9) are the FKappa maps, which show the differences between the two other ones.
described above are an indication that this approach is clearly
promising. When we look at Figure 14, it is easy to see that the
projections used by planners, in 2000 and 2005, do not even
show a remote correlation with the state of land-use in 2010.
However, starting with the same input data (the land-use map of
2005) and progressively providing farmer agents with knowledge
about their economic, environmental and social contexts (with
appropriate decision-making processes and behaviors), we have
been able to reach nearly 50% of similarity between the map
produced by simulation and the map of 2010. Given the extreme
simplicity of two of the micro-models employed (the economic
and social micro-models), this already represents an interesting
achievement, and our plan is to push this further and contact
provincial planning authorities so that this model, or a particular
instantiation of it, becomes the de facto standard for projecting
future land-use in the Mekong Delta. However, it is still, today,
in its preliminary stage and we need to improve it if we want it to
become really usable by land-use planners.
The first improvement concerns enhancing the realism of the
economic and social models, M_E and M_N. The former, which
is presently based on the assumption that market prices will
follow the dynamics observed in the years 2005-2010, should at
least take into account: (1) the global evolution of agricultural
trade in South-East Asia, because Vietnam is a net exporter
of various products (rice, shrimps, etc.); (2) the local balance
between demand and offer, since, besides the price of rice,
which is guaranteed by the Vietnamese government, all other
products are dependent on themarket. Moreover, themarket also
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FIGURE 14 | Comparison of the FKappa and ADP indicators of the three experiments.
influences the amount of the investment necessary for shifting
from one land-use to another: the prices of fertilizers, seeds and
facilities are fluctuating depending on the demand but also on
the government’s incentive policies. All of these factors need to be
taken into account in amore realistic economicmodel. Regarding
the social model, the network of influence goes actually well
beyond the immediate neighbors, as is the case in the current
model. Farmers’ trade unions, extended family networks, political
organizations, TV broadcasts all contribute to how innovation or
experiments can spread to one village to another. In Vietnam’s
rural areas, moreover, people often bypass traditional lending
institutions when it comes to invest and rely instead on groups
of people, often families or a combination of family and trusted
friends and neighbors, to lend them money through a mixed
mechanism of money pool and lottery (called “hui,” translated
by “tontine”). A more accurate social model would need to take
into account these different networks and how they add up to
facilitate the diffusion of new agricultural trends and practices.
Crucial data is however missing in the latter case, as very few
studies have been undertaken to understand how these networks
are constituted and their real influence on farmers. This is where
amodel like the one presented in this paper is also important, as it
points social scientists toward the necessity to undertake specific
surveys or fieldwork.
Another area of improvement concerns the addition of a
micro-model that would represent the role of the provincial
authorities themselves. In our current model, institutions are
not taken into account, but they nevertheless play a crucial
role in reality, by promoting the plan (through social or
political channels), regulating the access to loans or parcels,
providing training on agricultural techniques or undertaking
large infrastructure investments (like sluice gates and dikes
building, irrigation facilities, but also transport infrastructure).
Neglecting this direct or indirect role in land-use change,
especially in a country like Vietnam where the state is so present,
is of course not possible in a complete integrated model. An
interesting side effect of incorporating institutions in the model
would also be to engage planners in the design of the model
by allowing them, maybe in participatory setups, to study the
impacts of different policies or investment scenarios.
6. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a solution for improving
land-use change planning, through the design of a hybrid
integrated model that captures environmental, social and
economic dynamics of this complex phenomenon. The two main
outcomes of our work are, on one hand, the model itself, which
have proved, despite the simplicity of some sub-models, to be
already more accurate than the projections used by planners in
the Vietnamese Mekong Delta, and, on the other hand, a flexible
agent-based approach to the coupling of heterogeneous models,
implemented in an existing simulation platform.
The necessity to use an integrated model has been established
from a careful review of the context and existing research,
which showed that land-use change should be understood as a
consequence of the interplay of numerous factors and actors,
including of course farmers. We then proposed a breakdown
into several sub-models, each of them representing one of these
factors or conjunction of factors, and aiming at verifying one
hypothesis. The most central of them, the models of farmers, is
implemented using a cognitive AI architecture, BDI, which allows
to represent them as complex actors whose beliefs help them to
arbitrate between several, sometimes contradictory, desires.
All these sub-models are composed using a new coupling
infrastructure called “co-modeling,” where they are represented
as agents belonging to a higher-level agent-based model (called
macro-model); this infrastructure, implemented on the GAMA
modeling and simulation platform, provides the flexibility
missing in most of the existing proposals, either in the field
of land-use change modeling (where the majority of models is
specific to a given case study), or in the more general field of
multi-modeling, where the price to pay for building integrated
models is generally higher in terms of technological investment.
This flexibility has been tested when designing the
experiments presented in this article: adding, removing or
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switching models, even dynamically, has allowed us to present
a progressive assessment of the different hypotheses on which
our approach to land-use change was based. Though we did
not test all the possible combinations of micro-models and did
not propose alternate versions of them, this possibility exists
and will be exploited in the future versions of our integrated
model. In its current state, the integrated model already offers an
interesting combination of modeling techniques and formalisms:
a BDI agent-based model of farmers, a cellular automaton based
model of diffusion of salinity, a dynamic GIS data based model of
parcels, an economic equation-based model and a graph-based
social network model. All of them, for the sake of the article,
have been programmed in the GAML language (which natively
offers the support of multiple formalisms), but reusing legacy
models just involves wrapping their invocation in the definition
of an agent behavior.
There are three main perspectives of this research that we plan
to explore in the near future. The first one will consist in refining
the current integrated model, by progressively completing it
with more micro-models targeting the other factors identified
in land-use change (e.g., an institutional model, local climatic
models, models of urban growth) or enhancing the realism of
the existing micro-models (by conducting more focused surveys
and fieldwork with farmers). The second one will consist in
expanding the case study so as to address the problem of land-
use change in non-coastal regions of the Mekong Delta, where
the environmental conditions are quite different. This perspective
will allow us to test one very important feature of the co-modeling
architecture, namely the possibility to use different versions of the
same micro-model depending on some conditions (for instance,
using different environmental micro-models depending on the
location of the parcels). Finally, the third perspective will consist
in abstracting, as much as we can, the macro-model and the
model of farmers decision-making, so as to propose a generic
framework that could be instantiated in other geographical
contexts. These three perspectives will be pursued throughout
2016 as part of a cooperation between the IRD and Can Tho
University.
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